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Typical system return loss

A system return loss test measures multiple devices at once in a wireless network.

The manner in which devices are connected impacts system return loss test results. Generally, devices that are farthest from the test point have their return loss masked by the insertion loss of intermediate devices.

Figure 1 shows a typical cell site sector for a ground-mounted base station radio that utilizes a coaxial feeder line to connect the radio to the antenna. The system return loss is a composite for the devices. The typical value for this type of configuration is presented in sheet 1.

The antenna’s 14 dB return loss is masked by the insertion loss of the components located between it and the point of measurement. This insertion loss affects the measurement by twice the total additive value: once as the incident signal travels in the direction of the antenna and a second time as the reflected signal travels in the direction of the test equipment. As a result, system return loss measurements usually exceed the return loss of any single component (in this example, the typical system return loss measures 16.5 dB).

This example incorporates average return loss values; actual return loss values will be higher. Other components contribute to the system return loss value, but their return loss values are much higher than the antenna return loss values, reducing their overall contributions to the total.
In figure 2, the base station radio is mounted next to the antenna and connected with a short jumper. As a result, there is little insertion loss to mask the return loss of the antenna. The system return loss measurement will essentially equal the return loss of the antenna plus some small loss associated with the jumper insertion loss. See sheet 2 for the typical system return loss (14.4 dB) for this type of configuration.

Both antennas used in these examples offer the same return loss values, yet each configuration yields a markedly different result.

System return loss limits have been set based on legacy configurations and not updated to reflect current installation trends. With the increased reliability of radio components, RRUs are being deployed at the tops of towers next to the antennas, as illustrated in figure 2. However, system return loss limits are still being enforced based upon values determined for figure 1. Without the additional insertion loss of the feeder line, the system return loss more closely reflects the antenna return loss.

Additionally, even though figure 2 represents a configuration that returns a lower system return loss measurement, its system performance is actually improved due to the removal of the feeder line loss. Without feeder loss, equivalent isotropic radiated power (EIRP) is higher in the downlink, while the noise figure is better in the uplink.

Sheet 2: This spreadsheet shows the system return loss calculation for figure 2
Typical system reflection vs. worst system reflection

To this point, we have addressed reflected signals in the typical fashion, when the vectors add randomly at the measurement point. However, in certain instances, the reflected signals’ vectors add constructively at the measurement point. In such cases, the system return loss measurement is far worse than typical, a phenomenon unattributed to any single component. Rather, it is the measurement of the components taken in their configuration that result in this vector alignment.

Sheets 1 and 2 illustrate what this value would be for the configurations in figures 1 and 2, respectively.

One method of scrambling the vectors randomly is changing the length of the bottom jumper or feeder line by 90 degrees of phase shift. This is usually done by removing the connector, trimming the cable length, and re-installing the connector on the shortened cable.